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Let R be some region of an n-dimensional real space R covered

completely by a coordinate system such that any point P£S is represented

by a set of n independent real variables x , (i = l,2,...,n), called the

coordinates of p. A transformation of these coordinates is represented by

a set of n equations

X = x 1 '

i'.

x n), *2 n).

where (x ) represent the coordinates of p in nev variables. We assume

that the functions x are at least of class C and the Jacobian of the

transformation (l.l) is non-zero, that Is

R.B. Misra **

International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy.

ABSTRACT

This paper treats some aspects of the fundamental theory of Finsler

manifolds, with special emphasis on the covariant differentiation related to

the Euclidean connection of Cartan and of Berwald.

det ( 3, xx ) I 0, (3. = 3/3X1) (1.2)

Definition 1.1

A set of points of E whose coordinates are expressible as functions of

a single parameter, say t, is regarded as a curve of R .

Thus, the parametric equations

i
= x 1 (t) (1.3)

represent a curve C of E . The derivatives of the functions x with
n

regard to the parameter t:

x1
/ dt,
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constitute the components of a vector tangential to C. The combination

(x ,i ) is called a line-element of C. To distinguish two types of arguments

in the line-element we call x the positional coordinates and x the
*} i

directional coordinates . The point p(x ) is called the centre of the

line-eleraent. Either set of variables (x1) and (x ) are linearly

independent to each other.

* To be submitted for publication.

** Permanent address: Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Faculty of Science,
A.P.S. University, Rewa-lj86003, M.P., India.

•) Indeed, i span a tangent manifold Tn{p) at p(x ). cf. [98l P- 1°-
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Now we consider a function F of the line-elements (x ,i ) of curves

defined in R satisfying the following conditions:

Condition 1.1

,7The function F is of class at least C in all its 2n arguments.

Condition 1.2

The function F is positively homogeneous of degree 1 in its

directional coordinates x t that is

x 1Fix , ^ )= k F

or, by Euler's theorem,

with k >0 , (1.5a)

Condition 1.3

The function F is positive unless all its variables x 1 vanish

simultaneously, that is

Ffx1,^1} > 0, with 0. (1.6)

Condition l.U

The quadrat ic form (3 .3 F )F1
XZJ i s p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e for a l l the

var iab les f; ,

Condition 1.;

The function F defines the infinitesimal distance ds between two

neighbouring points p(x ) and q(x +dx1) of B, that is

ds = Ftx1, d x 1 ) . (l.T)

Definition 1.2

The space R with the function F satisfying the above conditions is
n

called an n-dimensional Finsler manifold. The function F is called the metric

or fundamental function of the manifold.
Hereafter, an n-dimensional Finsler manifold will be denoted by F .

2. THE METRIC TENSOR

k . k *)
A s e t of q u a n t i t i e s g . , ( x ,x ) d e f i n e d by

L. = (1/2) ̂ . 3j F2,

and

9ij 4o
l for i=k,

for

(2.1)

( 2 .2 )

constitute the components of a symmetric tensor g called the metric tensor of

the manifold. According to the Condition 1.2, g are positively homogeneous of

degree 0 in x 's and, therefore, satisfy the following identities

p (2.3). x3 = (1/2)T,.FZ = F

and

= F 2 . (2.M

rFrom (2.^) i t follows that the magnitude of the vector x is the scalar

function F. Taking the unit vector I in the direction of x :

V- = XVF. ( 2 .5 )

E q s . ( 2 . 3 ) and ( 2 . M y i e l d

*) Now onward unlesa stated otherwise all the entities will be supposed functions

of the line-elements (x ,x ). But, for simplicity, will be written vithout

assigning the same,

**) More precisely we uean the vector with components J1.
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i±
F ' ( 2 . 6 )

and

9iJ f C ( 2 .7 )

respectively. For (1.5a), Eq.(2.U) may also determine an important relation

connecting the metric tensor with the function F:

FCx\dxk) ^ J{gtiU\^h dx1 dx1} . (2-8)

This relation gives r i se to the following particular cases.

Case 2.1

If g i . are independent of the directional arguments the formula (2.8)

determines a ftiemannian metric and the manifold with such a metric becomes

Riemannian.

Case 2.2

\
If g . are independent of the positional coordinates x the

formula (2.8) determines the metric of a Minkowskian manifold.

Thus, as a Riemannian manifold is locally Euclidean a Finsler manifold

is locally Minkowskian.

Now wo define a symmetric tensor C
ijk"

ijk i J k V \ r2.

This tensor is positively homogeneous of degree -1 in its directional

arguments and satisfies

Cijk = Cijk ^ = C i j k

(2.10a)

•) P'or instance, the tangent manifold T (p) possesses this property.

Cf. [98] p. 11, For Minkowskian manifolds see [61, [ T ] - [ H ] -

anil

Putting

0. (2.11)

fth - h i

A ik " 9 ""-v- ~ ik.

(a)

(b)

(c)

5.12)

we get a new set of tensor fields found useful in our later discussion. These

tensors are also symmetric in their lower indices and are positively homogeneous

of degree 0, -1, 0 respectively. Analogous to the identities (2.10a) we have

Aijk

and

= Aijk

ik

= A
ijk 0, (2.10h)

= 0-

Matsumoto [2^4], p.75 calls the tensors C and C . the torsion tensors

whereas Moor [77] uses the same terminology for the tensors A. and A .

However, such specific names for these tensor's are neither used fcy Rund [98] nor

by Cartan [13].

3. GENERALIZED GHRISTOFFEL SYMBOLS

Like in Siemannian geometry we define here the Christoffel symbols of

the first kind

*)

ikj ci gj)k - (1/2) (3-D

*) Round (respectively square) brackets are used to denote the symmetric

(respectively skew-symmetric) parts with regard to the indices enclosed

therein and the indices within two solidus, if any}remain unaffected by the

symmetry or skew-symmetry.
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These uymljolii are symmetric In their first ami la.st

pos it ively homogeneous of degree 0 in x. ' LI .

Introducing the second Kind sy

Indices ;m<i are

the differential equations of tile geodesies may be obtained (cf. [98], pti. 50-52) :

xJ (3.3u)

and

= o. (3.3b)

where a dot (respectively dash) denotes the differentiation with regard to the

parameter t (respectively the arc-length a of the curve).

h. TWO PROCESSES OF RUND'S GOVARIAHT DIFFERENTIATION

As in Riemannian geometry too, the partial derivatives of an object

with regard to the positional coordinates do not, in general, preserve its

vectorial or tensorial character. But, the addition or subtraction of certain

suitable terms involving the functions called the connection parameters to the

partial derivatives fulfills the above requirement. Such an augmentation of the

partial derivatives is called the covariant differentiation with respect to the

concerned positional coordinates. In Riemannian geometry there exists a unique

connection formed by the second kind Christoffel symbols giving rise to the

covariant differentiation. On the other hand, in Finsler geometry, there exists

a number of connect ions given by Rund, Cartan and Berwald for which the

corresponding processes of covariant differentiation of an object may be

defined preserving its vectorial or tensorial character. However, the generalized

Chriotoffel symbols in Finsler geometry fail to form a connection for which the
**)

covariant differentiation of an object, vhen defined may preserve its vectorial

*) By an object, we mean a vector or a tensor throughout this section.

**) Analogous to Cartan's and Berwald'a processes of covariant differentiation

(cf. Eqs.(5.lU) and (6.6) in the following section) Misra {[U2], Eq_.(2.3))

defines the covariant differentiation of an object for the generalized

Christoffel symbols.

-7-

or tensorial character. In the present section we take up Rund's connection

parameters and the corresponding processes of covariant differentiation only

postponing the discussion of other connection parameters and the covariant

differentiations to the following sections.

Taking up the studies in tuo phases; firstly, when an object is a

function of single parameter t, and secondly, uhen it is a function of the

line-elements, Rund [95]-[9T] introduces two types of connection parameters;

i def y 1 i
j* jk " CjhCjh

and

The first kind parameters are not symmetric but those of the second kind are

symmetric in their lower indices. For (2.10) and (2.13) they are, however,

connected by

(I*.3)

(h.h)

and therefore,

For the connection parameter , Rund defines the derivative

of a vector field X (t). The process of covariant differentiation illustrated

by (U.6) is called the 6-differentiation and preserves the vector character of

In the second phase, when the vector field x depends upon the line-

elements (x ,£ ) , Rund defines the partial 6-derivative of ^ ( x ^ , ^ ) with

respect to x for the connection parameters P by
jk

*) The directional arguments xJ of the line-elements (x ,x") are here,replaced

by an arbitrary vector £J(x ) of the tangent manifold Tn{p) -with centre at

p(xk). Cf. [98], pp. 10 and 60.
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a, (1..7)

The e:;vitie:; fix constitute a mixed tensor of the type (1,1). Hereafter,

we ijhall refer to this tensor as the Rund' s eovariant derivative of the vector

X (x ,Z )• The connection parameters P*i may lie referred to as the Rund

connection parameters. It is seen that this connection is in general, a non-raetrie
k kconnection, that is, the eovariant derivative of the metric tensor g,.(x ,5 )

does not, in general, vanish ([90], p. 61). In fact, it is given by

a (It.8)

This equation represents a generalization of the Ricci Lemma of Riemannian

geometry where the tensor C, vanishes identically and so the connection

becomes a metric one.

5. EUCLIDEAN CONNECTION OF CARTAN ADD HIS TWO PROCESSES OF COVARIANT

DIFFERENTIATION

As seen in the previous section, the Eicci Lemma of Riemannian geometry

does not hold in Finsler manifolds regarded as locally MinkovsKian. This

divergence affects the radical differences between the further developments

of the theories of Finsler and Kiemannian manifolds as the Ricci Lemma plays

a vital role in the latter case. However, this divergence could be overcome

by the introduction of the so-called "Euclidean connection" of Cartaji [12],[13]

and thus the preservation of Ricci's Lemma was once more ensured. Cartan treats

the theory of Finsler manifolds from an entirely different point of view. His

approach to Finsler geometry exerted the great influence upon the general

development of the subject. Several mathematicians expressed the opinion that

the theory had thus attained its final form. However, this was not altogether

correct as we shall see in the next section while introducing the Berwald theory

of Finsler manifolds. Without going into detailed account of Cartan's theory

we shall give here the formalism of his connection parameters and his two processes

of eovariant differentiation.

*) The original notation for this eovariant derivative given by Rund ([98],

Eq.(2.5.1)) is X • which, for convenience, is taken in the present form

by Misra [hC].

**) For the ab initio development of the theory of Cartan see [98], Pp. 65-T1,

Cartan defines its variation under an

( * v

Taking a vector field

infinitesimal change of its line-element (x ,x ) to (x +dx , x +di ) by

the eovariant differential:

DX
J *•

(5.1)

where the functions r,. and Cj^ are restricted by the additional postulates.

It Is seen that the functions C, Introduced by Cartan coincide with those
J 1

defined by £qs.(2.9) and (2.12b). But the functions r. are seen to satisfy
([98], Eq.(3.1.3O))

h
G ' (5.2)

where

2Gi def r (5.3)

Since the functions r., are not symmetric they fail to give the Euclidean

connection of Cartan. To overcome this difficulty an additional postulate
*I

is taken and a new set of parameters denoted by V is defined by
JK.

Cjh k (5.it)

Clearly, these parameters are symmetric in their lover indices and form the

Euclidean connection of Cartan.

Using (2.13) it may be easily verified that the two types of parameters

introduced by Cartan are connected by

(5.5)

*i
It was proved by Davies that Rund's connection parameters P coincide with

J
* i

r, . However, the construction of these parameters is quite different.

Because of (2.10a), (2.13) and (5.3), it may be deduced from (It.l) and (5.2)

that the parameters P"\ and r are connected by

*) Cartan uses the terminology "element of support" for the l ine-e lement (x ,x ) .

But Rund [98] makes i t confusing using the same terminology for the l i n e -

element (x1 , i"L}(cf. p . 67) as v e i l as for the d i r e c t i o n a l coordinates x (cf .p .Y' j ) .
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P ., X x k. j.6)

Consequently, from {lt.lt) and (5-5) we hove

„! .k n l i -k
P .. x = P* x

" • t J L k

t , . x (5.7)

At this stage it may be worthwhile to find relations connecting the

derivatives G1 = 3 G1 with various types of connection parameters discussed
-h

.bove. Differentiating (5-3) with respect to i and using (3-2) we get

,i .k

Using (2.9), (2.11) and (3.1) it may be seen that the middle term in the

second member of the above identity vanishes identically. Also, for (3.2),

the first term simplifies as follows;

it,

where (2.2), (2.9) and (2.12b) have also "been used. Consequently, we have

.i y ™ ki) Ak
"lira jk '

(5.8)

or, in consequence of Ct.l),

G 1 = P1 (5.9)

After t h i s b r ie f account of the Car tan ' s connection parameters we

re turn t o the o r i g i n a l equation ( 5 - l ) . For

x 1) dx k

-11-

(5.1) may be rewr i t ten as

DX1 = <» k X1
 + XJ + (^X 1 + Xj . (5.10)

In order to evaluate dx WQ apply the formula (5.1) to the unit vector i

in the direction of x , and use (2,5) and (2.13):

= F (5.11)

Eliminating dx from (5.10) and (5 .11 ) , and simplifying by moanu of ( 2 . 1 3 ) ,

( 5 . M , ( 5 . 7 ) and ( 5 . 9 ) we g e t

DX1 = (7^)

where we have put

tdP/F) (x

Vk ^ " k ̂  + X Cjk'

and

gf a xi _ Gj + xj
j Jc. -

(5.13)

The processes illustrated "by (5.13) and (5.11*) may be called the processes of

Cartan's covariant differentiation, neither of the derivatives V X1 and V X1

it k.
yield the components of tensors of type (l,l). In particular, the covariant

derivatives vanish for the following quantities:

D g = = o, (5.15)

e = (5.16)

') The symbolism used for these covariant derivatives is due to Misra and

Pande [69], and Yano ([122],p. 179) whereas the original notations for them

used by Rund {[98], pp. 73 and 99), and Cartan ([13], p.3^) are (l/Fjx1!
i

and X respectively. Matsumoto ([?Ul, p.87) calls the derivative given
IK

by Eq.(5-13) the "v-covariant derivative" against the terminology "partial

differentiation" used by Rund (op.cit.)) for the process illustrated by

-12-



Aa remarked above the connection parameters P and r are the

same yet the corresponding processes of covariant differentiation differ in

the following way. Firstly, for a vector field X1(xJ) depending upon the

positional coordinates only, so that j y 1 = 0, it follows immediately from

(14.T) and (5.Hi) that G^X 1 = y^ 1. However, a significant difference lies

in the fart that, the covariant differential DX1, given by (5.12), still depends

on the variation D£k of the unit vector along the directional coordinate

i , whereas the absolute differential &y} = ((ft^Jdx*, given in the previous

section, depends only on the direction x
k in which the process of

differentiation takes place. On the other hand, when the vector field X 1 is

a function of line-elements *' it follows from (It.7) and (5.lit) that the

processes of covariant differentiation are connected by

(5.17)

6. BERWALD'S CONNECTION AND THE CORRESPONDING COVAHIWT DERIVATION

Starting with the positively homogeneous functions G1 of degree 2

in their directional arguments as defined by Eq.(5.3) Berwald considers the

partial derivatives:

JrC J k J * (6.1)

Evidently, the functions G.^ are also positively homogeneous of degree 0

in x 's, and satisfy

together with

ftk = 2G1 .

(6.2a)

( 6 . 3 )

Because of Eqs.(5.7) and (5.9) the functions G* are also seen to be
jk „

connected with the Cartan connection parameters r. :

K K k »k
*) (x ,{, ) and (x ,x ) for (̂ .7) and (5.14) respectively together with the

coincidence of vector fields 4 and x k at the point p(xk) where the

covariant derivatives are evaluated.

-13-

r*1

1 Jk

(6.2t)

and

For VC being a tensor the functions G satisfy the same transformation
JK ),i j_ jk

law as for r . Thus, G are the new connection parameters introduced for

the first time, by Noether [81], but used extensively by Bervald [3 ] — [5- ] and,

therefore, known after the latter one.

Finsler spaces for which the connection parameters G . are independent
Jk

of the directional arguments are called, by Berwald,"affinely-connected" spaces.

On the other hand, Vagner [120] calls such spaces as "Berwald spaces", It Is

shown ([98], p. 81) that a necessary and sufficient condition for a Finsler

space to be affinely connected is given by

(6.5)

It is evident from (6.h) that the connection parameters of Berwald and of Cartan

coincide on each other in an affinely-connected space.

The covariant differentiation of a vector X1 with respect to x for

the connection parameters G is defined in a way analogous to that of Cartan as

illustrated by Eq.. (5.11*):

{6.6)

The quantities (0 1 constitute a tensor of type (1,1) and are called Berwald's
i k

covariant derivatives of the vector X with respect to x . In particular,

the metric function, the unit vector £ along the vector x , and the vector

field x1 itself have vanishing covariant derivatives.

*) Differentiating (6.2b) partially with respect to x and using (6.1) we

easily derive the first of Eqs.(6.M. For the proof of the second one

see [98], p. 81.

**) The notation for the covariant derivative used here is due to Misra and

Pande [69] replacing the original notation x/(v\\ o f [9S]* P- 60.
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= 0, b) 0.= ) Or, it1 = 0. -C6.7)

On tlie other hand, Bervald' s covariant derivative of the metric tensor is, in

general, non-zero. It is obtained in the form ([90], p. 80):

(6.0)

Thus, once again it was established that the Bicci Lemma of Riemannian geometry

does not necessarily hold in Finsler geometry. However, it holds in an affinely-

connected Finsler space. Hon-vanishing of the covariant derivative of the

metric tensor marks the main diversion of the Bervald theory to that of

Cartan.

7. CURVATURE TENSORS

As in Riemannian geometry too, the successive processes of covariant

differentiation are not, in general, commutative. In fact, their difference

is represented by a commutation formula (called the Ricci identity in Riemannian

geometry) giving rise to a tensor called the curvature tensor. In the following

we endeavour to find various commutation formulae and curvature tensors arising

from different types of the covariant differentiations discussed in previous

sections.

First, we consider the Rund's covariant differentiation illustrated

by Eq.(lt.7). Forming further covariant derivative of Ct,7) with respect to

x (in the sense of Rund), ana considering the skew-symmetric part of the

derived equation with respect to k and h, we obtain the commutation formula

(7.1)

where we have put

t.e,

The tensor K ., (x ,£ ) t called by Rund as "relative curvature tencor" may

be referred to here onwards as Rund.15 curvature tensor.

f*x "*i*) The symbols K used here coincide with K . of [9B], Eq.(U.l,5).Jxh tiK 1

-1b-

Next, we derive the throe curvature tensors of Cartan. In the first

step, we start with the process of covariant differentiation illustrated by

Eq.(5.13). Operating it by v., and forming the skew-symmetric part of the

equation so derived with respect to j and k, we obtain

2 V V -. v1 — 0 f3 r*- _L ô - ft \ *M I'T i\

To evaluate the first term in the second member of this identity, we use

Eqs.(2.9) and (2.12b) successively:

U/2)

i£ i 1
Also, d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g g g = & v i t h respec t t o x , and using (2 .9) and
(2.12b) again, we have

/% i ^ _. .. i l : _ _ ii
tr = - 2 C j r •

*)Therefore ,

- - 4 (7.1*)

Substituting from (1 .U) in (7.3), and putting

5jkh j Ck]r'
(7.5)

*) In [98], Eq.(U.1.23), this term is wrongly taken zero. In fact, the

expression in the second member of the equation should be augmented by

2F^a. C , = —in A r̂ JVi • Consequently, in E(i. (H.1.2M either the sign in

the last term be taken negative or the indices k and h should be

interchanged in order to be in accordance with (U.I.25). Similar corrections

should also be made in [h'j], Eq.(l.B) and [69], Eq.(l.ll). With the latter

choice comparison of our Kqs.(7.5) and (7.6) with (U.1.25) and (H.1.2M of

[98] shows that the tensor S used here coincides with (1/F )S, of
J ̂ ^ hkj

[98] and S of [214], p. B7. The expression in [2U] is correct, however,

it could have been reduced in aid of our Eq.(7,M. See also [100] , last
relation of Eq.(lO.lO).

-16-



we finally get the commutation formula

(7.6)Lj kj j k h

The tensor G ^ i s the f i r s t of Cartan 's three curvature tensors .

Secondly, for a commutation formula involving both thu iiroccsseo of

Cartan's eovariant d i f f e ren t i a t ion , from (5.13) and ( 5 . I t ) , we derive

Putting from (6.U) and eliminating ^ X 1 by means of (5.13) th i s ident i ty

reduces to

(V.
r .7)

where we have put

C j t . (7.8a)

The tensor defined by (7.8a) is called the second curvature tensor of Cartan.

A more useful form of (7.3a) is also given by ([98], Eq.(h.1.31))

i if
where V = g V .

Thirdly, evaluating the Hecond order eovariant derivative V ̂ YX1" by

means of (5.14), taking i t s skew-symmetric part with respect to j , k and

simplifying we get

j k h

(7.9)

*) As in [70] our P equals of [98], Eqs.(l*.1.29).

-17-

viherc

.-1 - o
jkh

Taking note of the relationo (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3) the coefficient of

) J in (7.9) may be rewritten as

w h i c h , f o r ( 7 . 1 0 ) , r e d u c e s t o K X . T h u s , t h e commuta t ion f o r m u l a ( 7 . 9 )
JKm

simplifies to

(7.11)

The tensor K is also a curvature tensor but Cartan reserves the
jkh

terminology "third curvature tensor" for a. tensor yet to be introduced. Using

(5.13), 3JC1 may be eliminated from (7.11), and the commutation formula,

finally, assumes the form

Vv1 X
1 =

"jkh sjkm
(7.12)

where we have put

R jkh - Kjkh Kjkm
(7.13)

The tensor R1 is called the third curvature tensor of Cartan.
jkh

While closing up this section, we obtain a commutation formula arising

from Berwald's eovariant differentiation. Starting with formula (6,6) and

proceeding on the lines similar to those leading to (7.11) ve derive, after some

simplification

*) Like in [69] the tensor defined here and the tensors

K(to be introduced) coincide with the respective tensors K"
i i " ^

E, , , a n d H, , . g i v e n b y E q s . ( U . I . 7 ) , ( 4 . 1 . 3 U ) a n d ( I t . 6 . 7 ) o f
hkj hkj J i >

^

-18-



where

is the curvature tensor of Bervrald,

J Jklh
(7.15)

8. SOME ADDITIONAL COMMUTATION FORMULAE

A largo number of commutation formulae have been obtained involving

various processes of covariant differentiation and the partial differentiation
i *\

with respect to x ' s . Some of them, found more useful in the subsequent

discussion, are given below.

Theorem 8.1

Partial differentiation with respect to i commutes with various

processes of covariant differentiation according to

Q< V. - v,. ?i ,) x1 = (3, O a* + ̂  (3K x
1), (8-^

(8.2)

(8.3)

where X is an arbitrary_contravariant vector field.

Proof

Differentiating (5.13) with respect to xJ , we get•j

V k ^=3 ., % x
1

j kh ^ V ' - (8"U)
On the other hand, evaluating the covariant derivative of the tensor 3.X by

mcaiiG of the formula (5-13), we ^et

(8.5)

*) See Misra [39], Pande [8U1.

-19-

Thus, the commutation formula (8,1) follows immediately from (8.!+) and (8.5).

To establish (8.2), the derivatives indicated therein may be evaluated

with the help of (5.11*) and (6.1). After cancellation of certain common

terms we thus derive

which, in consequence of (6.U), reduces to (8.2). The formula (8.3) follows

immediately from (8.6) when we replace the process of covariant differentiation

and the corresponding connection parameters of Cartan by those of Bervald and

note that the last term in the second member of (8.6) then vanishes. However,

an independent proof of (8.3) can also be given with the help of (6.6).

9. VARIOUS PROPERTIES OF CURVATURE TENSORS

The curvature tensors in Finsler geometry satisfy many properties

as the Riemann curvature tensor does in Rieroannian geometry. In contrary

to the Riemann curvature tensor the main divergent characteristics of the

*)curvature tensors in Finsler geometry are the following:

i) The tensors obtained from the curvature tensors in a way analogous to that

determining the Ricci tensor of Riemannian geometry are not, in general,

symmetric,

ii) The associate curvature tensors defined by

"jkh. (9.1)

being a curvature tensor) are not symmetric pair-wise.

J
In the following we derive some analytical properties of the curvature

tensors. At first, it may "be noticed that except the tensor P41r, rest all
jKn

the curvature tensors and their associates defined by Eqs.(9-l) are skew-symmetric

in their first two lower indices. Thus, we have

*) Other than Cartan's first curvature tensor which satisfies all the

characteristics of Riemann curvature tensor, (see Remark 9.1).

**) The associate curvature tensors are defined here in a quite different way

to that in [98], p. 105. In fact, our fi.^,, coincide with

[98] for the curvature tensors other than • S and P1 . In case
jkh jkh 2

of the latter, 5.. and V used here coincide with (l/F )

and U/F)P. „., respectively of [98].
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(9.2)

Secondly, i t is interesting to note that the associate curvature

tensors Qjkh(,i
 p«kh£ a n d I!ji<hJi a r e a l s o c k o u - sym m e t r ic in their last two

indices us is the case with a;;socaite Riemann curvature tensor in Riemannian

geometry:

(he.) (9.3)

For the first two results expressed by (9.3), we write the expression for the

associate curvature tensors and use (2.12b) and (5.15) successively. The last

result follows from the commutation fomuln.(7.12) when it is applied for tile

metric tensor &^V a n d i;<ls-(5.15) are used. No other curvature tensors in

Finsler geometry possess this property. For instance, the formula (7.11), vhen

applied for the metric tensor g in consequence of (2.9) and (5.15), yields

Kjk(h<) +

Thirdly, for pair-wise symmetry we notice that s is the only

associate curvature tensor in Finsler geometry which satisfies

3 j k hi. Sh I j k (9.5)

Fourthly, when transvected by the directional arguments the curvature

tensors satisfy

j k h j k h j k h = 0 . ( 9 . 6 )

= P1 Xk = 0
j kh ' b) = VC ( 9 . 7 )

R i <-h i h i ^ h
j k h '• K j ; d i x " j k h •

Also, t ransvect ion of tlio i d e n t i t i e s (9.3) by g , for ( 9 . 1 b ) , y i e lds

(9.8a)

S1 = P1

S jki P jki
= R

j k i
( 9 . 9 )

- 2 1 -

Fifthly, defining tensors analogous to that of Ricei of Eiemannian

geometry.

-kh ikh, (9-10)

we observe that S is the only curvature tensor which yields a symmetric

tensor:

(9.11)

Especially, because of the identities (9.3), (9.5), (9.9) and (9.11)

ve thus have the

Remark 9.1

The tensor S is the only curvature tensor in Finsler geometry vhich

possesses almost all the characteristics of the Riemann-curvature tensor of

Riemannian geometry.

In the rest of this section we consider the properties exclusively

satisfied by Bervald's curvature tensor. We observe that because of (6.1) the

tensor field defined by

Q<hj - h
(9-12)

is symmetric in all its lower indices and therefore the expression for Berwald's

curvature tensor given ty (7.15) nay be rewritten as

H 1

jkh

Thus, if we put

[j
3 Vi + c\$ GU].

the quantities so defined are skew-symmetric in their lower indices, positively

homogeneous of degree 1 in x 's and are connected with the curvature tensor

by

5 5 ^ ^ 1 5 )H jk.
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The last relation justifies the tensor character of II :md suggests to

rewrite the identity (9.8a):

p^ £h _ -.i fM _ u i (9.8b)
jkh jkh jK .

Furthermore, if we define a tensor H called the "deviation tensor"
J

Hl. = Hl.y_ *
k = 2 3 . 2 GJ . G -G*

the following identities can also be deduced:

(9.17)

(9-18)

Evidently the tensor H. is positively homogeneous of degree 2 in x 's.
J

In view of (9.8b) and (9.l6) it bears close relationships with the curvature

tensors K^, . , RX... and H^
jkh jkh jkh

R
jkh jkh xk xh

x x

H

Lastly, introducing the contractions

i, .
k h II. = H H = H 5-20'

i

ue also oboorvc the following r e l a t i o n s

a) H k h x ^ = H k / b) H k x k = ( n - l ) H .

*) As i n [Ii7] ana [ U 8 ] , t h e symbols H* and H
J K Xll

il1 and H respectively of 198 i , pp. 125 and
kj nk

li used here are the came as in 193).
k

used here coincide with

1 2 9 . H o w e v e r , I I . a n d
J

-23-

10. BIAMCII1 IDENTITIES SATISFIED BY VAHIOUS CUKVATURE TENSORS

A large number of curvature tensors discussed in the previous sec t ions

satisfy identities analogous to Bianchi's first identity of Riemannian

geometry:

Q- (10.1)

and B , , . •
j Kh J Kri

are qui te complicated. But, for the curvature tensor

where it,., is any curvature tensor other than P and B,,. • Such
J kh . Kh J K

identities for P,,,
^ jkh

R. we may derive from (7-13), in consequence of (9.8b) and (10.la) used
jkh 1
for the tensor K.,. .

jkh

(10.2)

Also, from (10.1a) when applied for H and contracted for i and

any lower index there follows, in consequence of (9.£0a),

2Kr,. T = H;\ . (10.3)

Thus, contrary to the Riemannian case the tensor H is not, in general,

symmetric.

In the following we derive the identities analogous to Bianchi's second

identity. It is Interesting to note that the curvature tensors K ajid
£ \ J kn

S 1 satisfy identities exactly similar to those in Riemannian geometry.
On the other hand, the identities satisfied by the curvature tensors K ,
i i J

H and R are the generalizations of Bianchi's identity. However, the
j K.h - j K.ti

tensor H satisfies an identity which is again similar to Bianchi's identity.
Jk

Theorem 10.1

The curvature tensors satisfy

H ,,v, = 0, (10.

•) By "exactly similar" we mean here vanishing of the skew-symmetric parts of

the covariant derivatives of curvature tensors with respect to the first

three lower indices as in Riemannian geometry.
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= 0, (10.5)

= o. (10.T)

Let Y^ be an arbitrary covariant vector field. Applying the

commutation formula (7.11) for it and noting (9.8b) ve have

2 V,[k Hi K*. Y. + nf. 3 . Y ) .
Khm t kh I m

(10.8)

Operating i t by V taking the skew-symmetric part of the equation so obtained
J

with respect to j , k, h and rearranging the terms the left-hand member

becomes

j
V k ] ( V h

where cycljj ,k,h] denotes the sum of further terms obtained by the cyclic

interchange of j,k,h. Applying the commutation formula (10.8) for the tensor

fields VhYm, etc. and using the identity (10.1a) for the tensor K* the

above expression simplifies to

I I V Y )

Also, the right-hand side of (10.8), under the same operations, yields

V
Since the permutations [jkh] and [khj] are same certain common terms on

either side cancel, and we get

(10.9)

-25-

For the commutation formula (8.2), when applied to Y the last term in (10.9)

reduces to

Tutting the same in (10.9), and collecting the coefficients of like terms we

get

(10.10)

0.

Transvection of this identity by x"1, for (5.l6), (6.4) and (9.8b), yields

(10.11)

as 1. is arbitrary.*) Consequently, (10.10) reduces to (lO.lt).

Starting with the corresponding processes of covariant differentiation

and proceeding on similar lines ve can establish the remaining identities

enunciated in the theorem.

Theorem 10.2

The curvature tensor R... satisfies

(10.12)

Proof

From (7.13), (10.It) and (10.11) there follows the identity

Finally, putting from (7.8a), this identity reduces to (10.12).

*) There also appears a coefficient Y. + x 8.Y = 3.$ for some scalar
l l m l

function <t> = x Y on left-hand side of (10.11), vhich is finally dropped
for arbitrary Y..
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10.3

The tensors H and H* sat

= 0,
(10.13)

(10.lit)

Proof

Because of homogeneous properties the tensor defined by (9.12) satisfies

C

Jthj
G (10.15)

Consequently, the identity (10.5), when transvected by x yields (10.13).

Further transvoction of (10.13) by xh, for (6.7c) and (9.16), establishes (10.ih).

11. SPECIAL FINSLER MAMIFOLDS

There exist many special types of Finsler manifolds. For Instance, in

Sec. 6 it has been seen that affinely - connected manifolds form a special type

of Finsler manifold. As in the Biemannian case, imposing certain restrictions

on the curvature tensors various special types of Finsler manifolds have been

studied. Hotably, we consider here the following types of Finsler manifolds:

(i) Isotropic manifolds; (ii) Manifolds of constant (scalar) curvature;

(iil) Manifolds analogous to Einstein (Biemannian) manifold; (iv) Symmetric

Finsler manifolds; and (v) Recurrent Finsler manifolds.

i) Isotropic Finsler manifolds

The (scalar) Riemannian curvature R(x , x , \ ) of F at a point
» . n

pfx1) along two directions x and X through p is defined by

R ( x \

2g. (11.1)

*) Cf. [98], Eq.Ct.7.1). Rewriting this equation as per our notation as

explained in the footnote on page 20, cancelling a negative sign from both

numerator and denominator, and interchanging the dummy indices k, j, h, i

cyclically we get Eq.(ll.l).

A point is called isotropic if the Riemannian curvature defined there

becomes independent of the choice of the direction X1, Therefore, the

Riemannian curvature at an isotropic point may simply be written as

R U S x 1 ) or, in accordance with the footnote on page k, more briefly as H.

In case every point or F is isotropic the manifold is called an isotropic

(Finsler) manifold. In view of Kqs.(2.5), (2.6) and (2.7), from Eq.(ll.l),

there follows a necessary relation

hm

(11.2a)

in an isotropic manifold. Transvecting (11.2a) by g""1 and applying

Eqs.(2.2), (2.6) and (9.1b) the above relation yields

M l j i " * j ) Kijk I I " (11.2b)

Furthermore, vhen contracted for m and j , the l a s t r e l a t i o n also implies

Cn-1) R = K<v e
1 £ k ,

where the tensor K is defined by Eq.(9-10}. Thus the Eiemannian curvature

of an isotropic manifold is determined by Eq.(ll.3). It is seen that

Eqs.(11.2) with R given by Eq.(ll.3) are also sufficient for the manifold to

be isotropic. Another relation equivalent to Eq. (11.2) is obtained in the

*)
form

+ 2FR

(2/3)

M

where Eq..(9.8b) i s used.

*) Cf . [98] , Eq.(l4.7.6) and [I47], Eq. (2 .6) . However, in [It?] the order of the

indices j , k on the right-hand side should be changed.
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